
                                             Nostradamus century II  

 
II 1 

Toward irrational conclusion among insults of painted people, 

And the great incursions by those who look after , 

The rains of sense that proofs the wright make the cruel arranged signs, 

Gossips of the moon forcefully does invasions, 

 

II 2 

The novice notion will convert to bright slick notion, 

Before the mal that franc man is in their wellness , 

 Death from the ramus , great droop on the branch, 

When the relatives of the king has been captured, the king will say how 
many they are. 

 

{ bleue= blue- the novice -----------teste = head = raaes (Arabic) = notion , mind, thought 

-------------blanche = white = baysae (Arabic = bright and slick}. 

 

 

 

 

 



II 3 

Because of heat of base of gossip and driving out each other under 
irrational conclusion , 

From dark bridge the hidden chasing and hunting will be demy ripe, 

The calm people come to start , 

When the gathered signs and invisible one fail their warming but not 
glazed effort, 

 

{ solaire=sun=shams (Arabic) =base of gossips and driving people each other-------
mer=sea=bahr(Arabic)=irrational conclusion------------poison=fish= hoot(Arabic)=spinning 
and get around someone for hunting him =hidden hunting---------habitant= 
saken(Arabic)=calm ,-------genne(Arabic)=invisible one------rod =assa(Arabic) =gathered 
that makes the force for one} 

 

II 4 

From man of honor till near to harvest, 

All of pelages will rest desolated , 

It will have not false exhibition , reward, no Ville, 

That has not been pilled and volleyed , 

 

 

 

 

 



II 5 

When the alignment (of the words of the god) and letters are enclosed 
in hidden hover for hunting, 

The one who is the worst in fighting will come out from it, 

By the irrational conclusion will be rowed his ship, 

Will appear near the painted hidden lies on monument  . 

 

II 6 

Near the gossips and for inhibiting of punishment by rule, 

Inhibitor bright rivers flow that has not been seen such before, 

Eagar inside of sting because of aligning the signs by these groups will be 
drive out, 

Chanting for requesting security from great immortal god. 

 

II 7 

Amongst several gossip is deported, 

From one will be born a form of inhibition in completing, 

They will die of hunger , the quarrels is stripped , 

Because their new king edict their new establishment. 

 

 

 

 



II 8 

Temples consecrated in the original Roman manner 

They reject the fundament gaffes, 

Their engrossingly is their premier laws and humans, 

Chasing , not all , the cult conduct of saints.  

 

II 9 

In New vein the lean man will hold the realm in the peace, 

Then it will dear the colored way in thirst, 

Because of him great people without faith and law will die, 

Hushed by a very much debonair  (vein), 

 

II 10 

Long times before , all will set in order, 

We will expect a totally sinister cycle, 

The state of the masks and the unique ones totally has been changed.  

A little will be find that want to be in his group. 

 

 

 

 

 



II 11 

The next structure of the elder will be achieve, 

Very high until realm of forceful , 

His harsh glory is for everyone fearful , 

But its fruits will be thrown out of the realm. 

 

II 12 

Their closed eyes will be opened to ancient fantasy , 

The habit of the unique ones will be set in transformation to not being, 

The great monarch will correct their frenzy, 

Robbing of temples the treasures of before , 

 

II 13 

The corps without soul no more will be in sacrifice, 

The day of death is set in the birth, 

The divine sprit will give felicity to the soul, 

Seeing the word in its eternity , 

 

 

 

 

 



II 14 

At transforming the god word, the invisible existent guarded, the eyes 
will be sharped, 

Discovered for them far from truth in serene Highness: 

She and her suite will enter the gossips, 

Combats, push to powerful sovereign ,  

 

II 15 

A little before the unique king is killed, 

Protectors of phantoms is in the ship ,sense of heavenly body , 

 The public treasure of arranged signs and irrational conclusion is 
emptied, 

alignment , disclose ,setting suit and dressing , hidden secret , arranged 
signs are forbidden. 

 

II 16 

New reward rule ,always fit in for landing, the land of yielding fruits, to 
feel ill(Christ), 

New dictators , lightening , false heaven, 

The forces of wild people , low breeding , building of marsh , and ,to 
investigate and discover and figure out , 

Great slaughter, is the triumph and they celebrate . 

 



II 17 

The camp of temple of the virgin vestal , 

No far from of heaven and silent sign, 

The great conduction is hidden in not male, 

Sign , looking forward , lights and theatrical performance of gossip.  

 

II 18 

  News and sudden rain, impetuous, 

Will starch two sudden exercise, 

Gold, signified plan , signs, make golden the irrational conclusion, 

Death of another meaning word , arranged signs and sudden irrational 
conclusion rules 

 

II 19 

New case of beauty in a built field without defense, 

The occupation of place then inhabitable, 

The regulation of plans ,camps taking the flags pleasurably, 

 Eager , sting , quarrel .Longley laboring ambush.  

 

 

 

 



II 20 

Brothers and sisters in divers field are captives, 

They find themselves passing by meaning of the word by monarch , 

Engrossing watching his intent branches , 

Unpleasant of seeing the marcs of chin , front, nose. 

 

II 21 

The messenger has been sent by little boat, 

At midway is repelled because the failure of cognition, 

In result of such, reinforcement will come by big ships, 

Cords and chains in dark bridge will package. 

 

II 22 

The camp of hostility  will leave the worth trusty and unchangeable fact , 

beside of it approach to submerged gossips, 

From golden class the sense and smell will be folded, 

The secrets of magic destination is the greater voice that substitutes. 

 

 

 

 

 



 II 23 

The fate induced by obvious of advent by bad augur will be take out, 

Very soon after the prince is attained , 

How much out of the brightness  is repelled by the enemy, 

Grabbing out the feature of fate is sustained. 

 

 II 24 

acrimonious Beasts are hunger of light creeping, 

the most part of the camp will be opponent of the west, 

inter the iron cage the great man will be dragged, 

when no infant of thoroughly good will be observed.  

 

II 25 

The strange guard will betray the fortress, 

Hope and shadow of higher worth matching, 

Guard deceive, will put fortress under pressure, 

Mud ,littleness, senses that make furious , to compel , outraging in 
death. 

 

 

 

 



II 26 

For the favor that the rule of reward makes, 

Toward the great man that soon will lose champ of battle , 

Then he in the low rank , will infuse unaccented proposition , 

From the color and the sign and viewpoint ,comesthe deaths and 
drowning in the blow of measure.  

 

II 27 

The god verb will be overwhelm by signified plan, 

So that can’t proceed any more forward, 

 From revealing the secret is dragged out, 

What they will march obverse . 

 

II 28 

The man who has the surname of penult  prophet, 

Takes bright description of the god word for his coordinate denote and 
repose,  

Far he will be wander by frenetic brain, 

In delivery of a great number of people in impose . 

 

 

 

 



II 29 

The oriental man will exit from his siege, 

Passing the model of summit ,seeing the France, 

Pierce the identified plan , essence of meaning and proof senses , 

Will beat everyone’s gathered meaning. 

 

II 30 

Once who the infernal gods of Hannibal, 

Will reborn frighten  the humans, 

Never the horror been worse than the written subjects, 

So that the advent will come from gods gate evoke their mercifulness , 

 

II 31 

In campaign the man of the god and authenticity does so much, 

What he don’t see that the champs is covered by essence of the 
meaning.(essence of meaning produced by Antichrist) 

Before , after the raining long time, 

There out don’t put they see trees(tree of the verb of god)anymore 
green . 

 

 

 

 



II 32 

Wish, color, disgust , occult the shepherd , 

Conflict is donated , rapid sting by feeling danger is rounding them as 
hunter, 

The cry will be great by all of slaves, 

While the monster will be born near and inside of strange meaning (of 
holly books) 

 

{ laict = milk= laban(Arabic) = wishes -----------grenouille= frog=disgust in Arabic--------------dalmatie= 
shepherd--------------peste=taeoon (in Arabic) =  sting----------belaine =hoot in Arabic – spinning hunter 
around bait for hunting ----------esclavonie= slaving ------------ravenne = raven= ghorab in Arabic=  
strange method.} 

 

II 33 

 the torrent that descend the true image, 

while by pole elevates his entrée, 

a great wreck , and no less in stony flow, 

when dependents to invisible existence will march on their contrary.  

 

II 34 

The insensate ire of furious combat , 

Make the alignment brighten on table by intender people,  

The desist, dead blessing curiously, 

The proud duel in French comes injuring. 



II 35 

in two eruption of attached meaning it lay hold the point. 

Several inside suppressing and roast , 

 Near the two flows for accusing it will come, 

Gold deity , measuring in compare of, caper , all will be amortis , 

 

II 36 

The letters from great prophet will be taken, 

these will convert in to the grace for the tyrant, 

Fraud of his king will be the enterprise . 

But their rapines very soon will trouble him. 

 

II 37 

From this great number that he will send, 

For securing in the besieged fort , 

The Sting and hunger will eat up all of preventions, 

Out the  gossips is taken that will be profiled. 

I 38 

A great number of condemnation will be done. 

When the monarchs will be under study , 

But one of them comes to such over stuff , 

That combat ensemble will not be realized . 

 

 



II 39 

One year before the conflict between dependents of signs, 

Thoroughly right, dependents of the fishing, slaves of driving others for the fortress 
, 

Will dear the scholar designing of the plan for public, 

Where , out of these let him the little , deaths will be suppressed. 

 

II 40 

A little time after long  non-point interval, 

By irrational thinking and arranged signs will done great tumult , 

Very much greater  will be the naval fist, 

Fires, animals, those who will cause greater insult. 

 

II 41 

The great doing at due of the gossips denotes will burn, 

Clouds that inhibit the base of driving each other will appear, 

The great dawn by all of attached meaning will yell.  

When the great alternative prophet will change the dry climate , 

 

II 42 

Kindness and warmness senses , spur,  and quota , from color will be drenched,  

 And from the wound of the tyrant is found death, 

In the another bed stream the preceding and help will be broken 

One who hadn’t any die of damaging death.    

 



II 43 

During of appearance of sense of doing in due , 

Three great prince (someone who is delegated as winner)will be the enemies, 

The peace is stroked by signified plan and trembling of arranged signs, 

Satan puts over bank the Louse , crackpot like hood,  

 

II 44 

New strange meaning is posed around the flags, 

By other fates of around will be chased , 

When  the voice of cymbals , tubes and bells, 

Will return the sense to the incensed adverse one.  

 

II 45 

The signified plan solmization about the creating of androgen is too 
much, 

Near the this signified plan the color of human (Christ word)is diffused,  

By very late death great people recreated, 

late and soon  will come him the awaited relief . 

 

 

 

 

 



II 46 

After very much trouble of the human the more is his appropriation , 

The great engine of the cycles renovation, 

Solmization, color , wish, hunger, sign and point and sting, 

 The sign and point is seen from signified plan, exordium of long stream.  

 

II 47 

The great old enemy of devil  dies from toxin, 

The sovereigns by infinite subdue, 

The golden rain makes hide under leaning , 

By the death , articles are alleged in the vain. 

 

II 48 

The great copy that will pass the forms, 

The base of seeding in measuring gyratory of being hunted by the war 
deity with turning around the hunt, 

The excellent beauty is hidden under favorite thought plans of drunks, 

When the chiefs are hanging to wire of the prize .   

 

 

 

 



II 49 

The advices of the premier monopole, 

The conquerors seduce by military, 

The white goddess of see , gossips for exposing their pole, 

The arranged signs will ought to be for chasing by runners out.  

 

II 50 

When those of gossips belonging to a religious community , doing , 
graceful and swamp. 

They will see in changes of siege is put front,   

Behind their side will be cruel war, 

The precious raining does worse than enemies. 

 

 II 51 

, 

  The color of justice for one who has certain characteristics of qualities 
{as being the lord (Christ })will default, 

The swamp by lightening of superstition judgment that they will be 
under offensive act, 

The  clean  worthy thought one and adverse (of the rules of 
Antichrist)will be declined from height, 

From particular sect several will be exposed,  

 



II 52 

In the several attached meaning events, the ornate signs will tremble, 

 Over springtime two effort will be trained, 

 Consolidation, next step , It will rain the proofing of the wright toward 
tow irrational conclusion , 

War stir up by two shining flags. 

 

II 53 

The great sting of irrational rule of the game, 

Will not cease until the revenge of death be done, 

From just color , by set in damn one without crime , 

By hiding the truth from the great adverse( of rules of Antichrist) pure 
man there is not jitters by him. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



II 54 

By the strange group and far away from amend, 

Their great rules of award after force of essence of meaning will be 
troubled , 

Searching the news without any graceful sense , very different domain, 

Is adopted , chief of fear has not picked. 

  

II 55 

In the conflict that a great man who is little valorized, 

At last part of his course will do marvelous thing, 

While the dark one see that it is far and unexpected and ought not be, 

 In the adding another matter it stub the arrogant one.  

 

II 56 

One who neither sting nor sword knew how to define him, 

Death in the puissance of sommet of signified plan strikes, 

The abbot will die when he see the ruin , 

Those of wreck ,wishing the rock in the sea obstruct. 

 

 

 

 



II 57 

Before conflict the great wall will fall, 

The great man in the death, very sudden death and accusative, 

The defect of ship , the most part will float, 

Near the light flow the arranged signs is stained by color. 

 

II 58 

Without preceding sense(for people) no graceful sense (for people), the 
formation of the plane is sharp and forceful , 

By the global in fortress of looking at adherent image and senile born, 

Near the looking at adherent image they transport him with disloyalty, 

Deity of forest (gossips)  shins in driving out the little great man. 

 

II 59 

The ship of fishing with hook with assistance of great guard, 

From great deity of sea (irrational conclusion) and his triplet soldiers, 

Gnawing provender for sustaining great band, 

  More than war deity those who want nice end of destination by spears 
and darts . 

 

 

 

 



II 60 

The panic animus in the east will be broken, 

Group , bruit and mud and tag will change, 

When from one mixed thing the hunger is fed up , 

The ship of spray of color and plan will float. 

 

II 61 

Trough , screening , secure bosom and the Rochelle, 

Oh, color of Trojan , death in matter of arrow, 

Behind of the lighten flow in fortress is hope to the scale, 

Pointed sign and point is killing of the great man under breach.  

 

II 62 

Bringing enlightenment then soon will die, 

of groups and beasts will come a horrible defeat , 

Then soon in a moment vengeance will be seen, 

Conjoint of signs, grace , thirst , hunger , when the commit will run. 

 

 

 

 

 



II 63 

Dependents of Fishing by rode , will subjugate the magnified one clearly 
little, 

Rube tended under influence and dependents will make the varied wave 
, 

That the great wall against them will be set up, 

 From being less toward the wall the great man will lose the life. 

 

II 64 

Waving of hunger , from eager of the groups that want to bend the 
destination, 

The hope to next degree will lead to faint, 

 On point of trembling the law it will seem possible to attain, 

Class toward of great subject can’t be received and be welcomed. 

 

II 65 

The fate deity inclining makes great calamity, 

By hiding in darkness of golden west and swallowing the nice structure 
by Satan , 

 The sign and point in map , sting and captivity, 

Golden color measured on point , seeding will be withered . 

 

 



II 66 

The captive one escapes through great dangers, 

A little time for great man it is changed to fortune, 

In the  explicit the people are trapped , 

By good augur the rules of the game will be besieged.  

 

II 67 

The blond will come to commit about the new twin meaning word, 

By duel and will chase outside , 

Will remit inside the exiles, 

Toward irrational computing environment, the mandate makes more 
force  . 

 

II 68 

from scratching and revealing for dressing a form the great efforts will 
be done, 

On the infinity the subject will be opened , 

The reign will re-derivate on isles , 

Merit of being the lord will tremble by uncovering voile .  

 

 

 

 



II 69 

The king of fishing men with the craving method of lucky, 

Seeing the discord from great monarchy , 

On the side of pointing the right matter will bloom his gathered force of 
the word, 

 In Fronting  of cape of Hierarchy. 

 

 

II 70 

The dart of the signified plan will make its extension, 

Deaths in speaking , great execution, 

The gold on quarrel cause to make proud people, 

Bruit human monster ,lead to expiration of purge of some people, 

 

II 71 

The exiles will come to harvest, 

For delivering the strange gent, 

In the point of coordinated denote the craving people will fail about 
himself, 

The life is dwelled by reason of king’s range. 

  

 

 



II 72 

Army of craving people when the signs in research(in the holy books)  is 
found will be vexed, 

From all parts conflict and the great wasting,  

Lovers flee , oh the fishing robe is repelled, 

   Near the gift plan of the god , the boundary of disagreement and 
struggle ( with Anti-Christ)is immobile and spent .  

 

II 73 

The shore of the eager to lac of bright swamp, 

Is adopted from act of religious lectures in the way of sidelong glance,  

Is born from distinguishing help of contradiction(of Antichrist) prediction 
image, 

By crown of distinguishing the right to the great Endymion.(Endymion 
was a handsome young man that spent much of his life in perpetual 
sleep.). 

 

II 74 

From the sense of finding the majestic signs , they will come to growl, 

 For passing to another direction of the silence sign and point, 

The gangs go out from marc of nobody, 

Among arranged signs and irrational thought of people he follows 
observing in great palpitation (palpitation of sense by Antichrist) . 

 



II 75 

The voice of an strange fate is heard , 

 Over the model to cease the revealed stage, 

restoring and assembling the hateful subjects, Is elevated So high,  

That the human by the human will be Anthropophagic. 

 

II 76 

The lightning on mighty and high being make the case portentous, 

What by human engine could not be done, 

their senate, made the sacrosanctity (of the king) lame, 

dealing against enemies will make them understood. 

 

II 77 

By the measure issued in comparing , signs, and by the sentence (by 
antichrist) they repel, 

Cries , yells , over the attached meaning is heard , 

Inside they are set among broken ramparts, 

By the heat wave the religious traitor will run away. 

 

 

 

 



II 78 

The goddess of irrational illogic conception in profound of irrational 
senses, 

One twin group and the blended color of hunting , 

Colors of gossips for rowing tardy, 

More harm will it do him than the ill-concealed secret. 

 

II 79 

The lordship band that is made reprehensive by the sense engine (sense 
engine of Antichrist) 

Will subjugate the cruel and proud group, 

One great completed full-fledged mark will drive out from far, 

All of captives through the moon’s banner.    

 

II 80 

After conflict of the effective eloquence, 

Through a little time ,his compile hunger will abate, 

The great ones for deliverance don’t admit the outcrop, 

 The enemies are remitted about declared plan . 

 

 

 

 



II 81 

By the sign and the point of signified plan the canonic prize is near to 
adjust, 

Conduction of true image yet is calibrating, 

Irritating Trace of antecedence in Panic angularity plan, 

After that justifier man will lair to his shining reckless driving . 

 

II 82 

Because of the hunger the prey will be wolf prisoner, 

 Out the assailant in extreme distress, 

One birth having from before of the last, 

The great man don’t scape among the presses. 

 

II 83 

because the low traffic , the great brave wisdom man he changed, 

And the most part is turned to pristine ruins , 

the prey trough plunder harvested for the soldiers , 

by hypocrisy  model and sweet drizzle raining. 

 

  

 

 



II 84 

Inside trilling by the gong ,in response to shining, flourish,  

there not only don’t rain one drop of bringing happiness , but also there 
is for people Expanding cues and odor of being fucked , 

strange language in arranged signs of the apple, 

will run the people to knowing of how destroy the arranged signs that 
hold all of the people. 

 

II 85 

Old complain of rebuke under severe eminent, 

From a deed of hero under alternative carve, 

The little great man is too persevere, 

Bruit of arms from signified plan , irrational thought angers opposite 
leagues.  

 

II 86 

Wreck for the fleet near the wave of darkness, 

The thriller ornate arranged together signs is set on resting and quiet 
figurative signs(sings of the God words), 

The extract action tremble augment of followers of Mohammed, 

The self-renderer(old word of the God) Herald is committed for 
announcing. 

 



II 87 

After the extreme countering, 

The thoroughly nice Prince will come over the golden throne, 

In servitude and through  mean essence encountering , 

The discordant one serves, his time no more is in lasting and sustaining.  

 

II 88 

The directing of the great ruinous  deed , 

distinguishing will be done by identification of equivocal letters, 

from a determining of who is right and who is wrong against greatest 
stranger existence(Antichrist),     

abject like, swamp, will be guaranteed by essence of meaning ( by 
Antichrist)  

 

II 89 

One day two great controller king will be united for amending, 

Their great potent will be augmented, 

The new nice signs will form in high potent of being as alternative,  

Toward hopeful color of painting , the scores will be recalculated. 

 

 

 

 



II 90 

Because of being alive or being death , the realm of “the husband man” 
is changed, 

The law(destination law of Antichrist) will be more unpleasant instead of 
servicing, 

Their great rule of the game makes screams, plaints and cries , 

The first and later geminate enemies in the competing field . 

 

II 91 

It is seen that The sun{the Antichrist} is elevating a big sign and point, 

Bruit and clarity (of subject) is extending toward dreadful wind, 

Inside of the tour, death and composition is catch, 

Through alignment of signs ,the point and opinion , the hunger, death , 
they are waiting for being served. 

 

II 92 

The point ,golden color of the identified plan in arranged sign is seen, 

marvelous case under struck of being unacceptable, 

big human being murder is set as adapting issue of the novation 
(religious books meaning)  

spectacle deaths makes the proud one to scape. 

 

 



II 93 

Very near to signet, the freehearted person is under pressure, 

A little time before great awash, 

The chief of the warship is taken, is settled in sinkhole, 

Frank open dialogue in configuration.   

 

II 94 

Lousy seeding, great mal for fishing people will receive, 

Vain terror toward irrational heroism, 

Infinite people through irrational thought will give up, 

Without trying to escape with an inhibition with matching signs. 

 

II 95 

The field populous will be inhabited, 

For camps being great division, 

Realm delivering from incapable cautious people, 

Inter the searchers for themselves the death and dissension. 

 

 

 

 

 



II 96 

The flambeau ardent of the signified plan will be seen, 

Near the end and principle of flow, 

Hunger , alignment, trading the provided help, 

Iran turns to attack to highness. 

 

II 97 

Priest who you have govern and religious authority , beware of your 
approaching 

The reward rule that two brightness flow through, 

your color will come near to spit,  

You and yours when the rhyming will flourish.  

 

II 98 

The one whose face is marked with the paint, 

Of the victim that is nearing to be sacrificed, 

Dazzle in being hero omen through presage, 

But being in death for hue tune. 

 

 

 

 



II 99 

The new form of interpreting of lover leader is reviled as an augur,  

Will be vexed too much by the fishing man people: 

But the carver nation are afraid of releasing themselves from obedience 
(of Antichrist) 

The ship has been pushed too far by the dreadful wind., 

 

II 100 

Within the gossips a very horrible uproar, 

No one will hear except a run for victory in the war, 

So great will be the insult of the followers of predict, 

That they will come to be joined in the great league. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

   

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


